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To Screen, or NOT to Screen….Shouldn’t be a question!
Guest Author: Stevan P. Layne, CPP, CIPM, CIPI; Founding Director, IFCPP

I once asked a museum director if his institution did background screening on its volunteers. “Are you crazy,” he
replied. “If we did that, we wouldn’t have any volunteers.” I’m not sure if that was an indication that none of them
would pass the screen, or if none of them would submit to it.
All of us recognize the many benefits a strong volunteer program brings to an institution. In many places, volunteers
far outnumber paid staff. Without the work they provide, some programs could conceivably be lost. We forget,
however, that volunteers are just “people.” And people, given the right opportunity, steal. People, with the proper
motivation, take advantage of other people…financially, physically, or even sexually. It logically follows, therefore,
that any “people” brought into the workforce, regardless of whether or not they are compensated, should undergo a
reasonable screening of their background and character. This is exactly the language used by the courts in examining
cases of negligent hiring. We screen to protect the good people in the workforce, visitors, and other volunteers, from
being subjected to or exposed to those who would take advantage of them, or cause harm.
The level or depth of the screening should be dependent on the applicant’s exposure to people and access to assets.
ALL applicants should undergo a thorough check for criminal histories. It should be asked on the application and
verified by a records check. This may be done directly through the courts or through a professional background
service.
If the applicant is serving to greet guests, has access to no keys, assets, or classes with minor children, then minimal
screens may be performed. The information on the application needs to be verified. If a falsehood is discovered, the
process is over and the application should be denied. This includes employment history, driving record, education,
licenses or certifications held. Credit histories should be performed on all of those persons who will handle cash or
accessioned artwork.
Everyone should be able to account for their time, for no less than the past ten years. You have to be
somewhere….gainfully employed, in school, in the military, undergoing health care…or in prison. Some records
must exist, somewhere, which verifies this existence. Women who were married and not employed should have
access to tax records showing a joint return for the time period in question.
If volunteers are asked to perform certain tasks with special knowledge or education, they should be trained
identically to paid employees who perform those tasks. The bottom line…Volunteers are worth their weight in gold.
Just be sure they’re not taking the gold with them….
Stevan P. Layne is the principal consultant and chief executive of Layne Consultants International, a leading
provider of cultural property protection advice. Steve is a former police chief, public safety director and museum
security director. He is the author of Safeguarding Cultural Properties: Security for Museums, Libraries, Parks and
Zoos, and the Business Survival Guide. Steve regularly presents to professional associations and has consulted with
more than 400 museums and other institutions. Steve is the founding director of the International Foundation for
Cultural Property Protection and responsible for the professional training and certification of more than 1,000
museum professionals. For more information visit his web site Layne Consultants International.

Security for the Small Museum: Practical Low and No Cost Solutions.
A half day workshop designed for small museums with 10 or fewer staff (paid or unpaid) who are looking to
improve or learn about museum security. It will present practical tips that anyone can implement with little
or no cost and will focus on non-technical solutions.
Are you interested in learning more about low to no cost security solutions? Are you a small museum or are you a
larger museum that has small museums in your area that might benefit from learning more about security?
Collections Research for Museums is looking for a few museums who would like to host a half-day workshop on
security solutions for small museums.
Would you like to know more? Go to our new Website http://www.museumcollectionmgmt.com/services/trainingservices/workshops-and-more/ or contact us by email at information@museumcollectionmgmt.com or by phone at
1-877-757-7962.

2015-2016 TRAINING SCHEDULES
ONLINE TRAINING
MS103: Basics of Museum Registration
Look for this course in early 2017
MS207: Collections Management: Cataloging
Your Collection
July 1 to 29, 2016
MS267: Museum Ethics
July 1 to 29, 2016
MS218: Collection Inventories
November 7 to December 5, 2016
MS007: The Mission Statement: Is It Really That
Important?
November 7 to 11, 2016

!NEW!
SECURITY WORKSHOPS FOR TINY
MUSEUMS

Collections Research for Museums now offering a
half-day workshop titled "Security for the Small
Museum: Practical Low and No Cost Solutions".
This workshop is designed for small museums
with 10 or fewer staff (paid or unpaid) who are

looking to improve or learn about museum
security. It will present practical tips that anyone
can implement with little or no cost focusing on
non-technical solutions.
We are currently looking for institutions who
would like to host one of these workshops
Check our website or call us for details:
http://museumcollectionmgmt.com
__________________________
__________
SERVICES
FILEMAKER® PRO CATALOGING
TEMPLATES
Collections Research for Museums can assist
small museums with computerizing their
collection documentation using off-the-shelf
database software.
Training is available for our database and in
general FileMaker Pro techniques.
TRAINING ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PASTPERFECT
MUSEUM COLLECTION'S MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE
See our website for more details or send us an
email or give us a call.

ON-SITE TRAINING
Collections Research for Museums offers classes
for small museums in Cataloging and
Collections Management. The course is
designed for those museums which have small,
non-professionally trained or volunteer staffs. It
covers the basics of marking, handling, measuring,
and cataloging, plus general care and storage for
all types of objects and materials.
PROJECT SERVICES
We also offer a variety of other services to
museums, large and small. These range from
simple inventories to complete and thorough
cataloging of collections. Feel free to contact us
for more information. We provide a free initial
consultation.
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